MEGUIAR’S PRODUCTS - BOELUBE LUBRICANTS
MEGUIAR’S CLASSIC cont.
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SwirlX - Car Guys are constantly asking how to best remove

swirl marks/spider webs/holograms to restore crystal clear
reflections and have a flawless, show-car shine. SwirlX Swirl
Remover effortlessly removes swirl marks while improving
color and clarity. SwirlX can be applied by hand or with our DA
Polisher, and is a non-abrasive formula that gently smoothes
away micro-fine swirl marks so you can have a flawless finish
on all paints.16oz.
P/N 09-02357........................................
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Scratchx® 2.0 - Keep ScratchX® 2.0 close at hand for
quick removal of isolated paint scratches or blemishes …
whenever they occur. Competitive products either hide the
blemish or scratch the finish. Meguiar’s® exclusive microabrasive system enables ScratchX 2.0 to remove paint blemishes fast while restoring brilliant high gloss. The new and
improved formula can be applied by hand or with a DA.
P/N 09-00304........................................

HA

system to restore deep color and gloss from your oxidized or
contaminated paint finish. Helps remove fine scratches and
swirl marks too. Our polish and wax combination will dramatically revive brilliant color and add a long lasting protection that
locks in the shine. For best results, apply with an Even-Coat
Applicator and remove residue with a Supreme Shine®
Microfiber or Ultra Plush Super Terry.
P/N 09-02343........................................
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PLASTX CLEAR PLASTIC CLEANER & POLISH - This easy-to-use,

rich gel formula quickly restores optical clarity to both rigid
and flexible clear plastics. Cutting-edge advancements in
Meguiar’s® exclusive Microscopic Diminishing Abrasive™
Technology (MDAT) remove light oxidation, chemical degradation, surface contamination, stains and light surface
scratches with ease. Special highly water resistant polymers
provide long lasting durable protection to keep your clear
plastics clear and beautiful longer. We recommend applying
PlastX with a High Tech Applicator Pad or Ultra Plush Super
Terry and using an Ultra Plush Super Terry or Supreme
Shine® Microfiber for the final wipe-off.
P/N 09-02324........................................
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Soft Buff™ Terry Towels - Meguiar’s® Soft Buff™
Terry Towels are thick and plush to provide superior absorbency and a swirl-free finish. The towels are pre-washed for
instant absorbency and lint-free performance.
P/N 09-02352........................................

Supreme Shine® Microfiber Towel - Meguiar’s® Supreme
Shine® is an incredibly plush microfiber
towel for producing swirl free, mirrorlike results. The thick, deep dual-sided
microfiber pile absorbs two times more
than traditional terry towels providing
faster wipe off with less strokes.
Single............ P/N 09-02353...................
3-pk............... P/N 09-02354...................

Microfiber Wash Mitt - Meguiar’s® extra thick

Microfiber Wash Mitt is the ultimate choice for show car
perfect finishes. The clear coat safe Microfiber lifts and
traps dirt and grime for a brilliant, swirl-free finish. The
comfort-fit cuff and soft inner lining make this wash mitt a
pleasure to use.
P/N 09-02355........................................

Even Coat™ Microfiber Applicator Pads -

Meguiar’s® Even Coat™ microfiber applicator is the
ultimate pad for swirl free, show car perfect results.
Gentler than a foam pad, this applicator is ideal for
ultra fine polishing and waxing. Its large, 5 inch surface area allows for faster polishing and waxing.
P/N 09-02356........................................

A Space Age Lubricant developed by The Boeing Company that fights friction at the interface of the cutting edge and theworkpiece.
The reduction of friction at these surfaces minimizes heat generation and concurrent chip weld. Tools retain their cutting edge longer,
leading to closer tolerances and prime chip yield. Manufactured frompersonal care ingredients, Boelube is non-toxic, non-irritating and
biodegradable. Boelube is non-corrosive, non-flammable, chemically stable and free of halogens, heavy metals, sulfur, phosphorus,
silicone, petroleum or paraffin wax.

BOELUBE BL70200-13 SOLIDS LUBRICANT

Drilling - Tapping - Reaming - Abrasive Belts - Files - Deburring Tools Grinding Wheels - Chisels - Band, Circular and Hand Saw Blades.
Boelube Solids improve tool life by reducing heat build-up in belt, disc
or wheel grinding operations. Apply the push-up tube to the tool before
start up. Individual Boelube Blocks are ideal for grinding operations.
1.6oz Push Tube ............................ 09-01731 ....................................... .
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Meguiar’s® ultra plush Water Magnet® reduces drying time
with less wring-outs by absorbing up to two times the water of
traditional terry towels. The extra large 22” x 30” waffle texture
wrings out easily and leaves a spot-free finish. X2000 Single
pack
P/N 09-02351........................................

BOELUBE LUBRICANTS
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Water Magnet® Microfiber Drying Towel -

ColorX® - Meguiar’s® COLORX® is the tested and proven
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MEGUIAR’S ACCESSORIES

BOELUBE 90 HIGH EFFICIENCY
MACHINING LUBRICANT

BOELUBE® 90 is non-toxic, non-irritating, environmentally safe synthetic lubricant that is effective for machining many types of materials.
BOELUBE® 90 will provide superior lubricity leading to better finish and
longer tool life. BOELUBE® 90 is compatible with Aluminum, Titanium,
Graphite, Composites, Honeycomb, Inconel, Kevlar, Wood, Ferrous
and Non-ferrous Metals. BOELUBE® 90 is recommended for Drilling,
Deburring, Broaching, Forming, Grinding, Milling, Gun Drilling, Routing,
Reaming, Oil Hole Tools, Sawing, Punching and Tapping. BOELUBE®
90 is best utilized in One-Shot or Mist Applications, and is ideal for applications where Cold-Cut® or Positive-Lube units are utilized.
4oz Bottle.................................... 09-01734............................................ .
Gallon.......................................... 09-01733............................................ .
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BOELUBE 70104 Lubricant

BOELUBE® 70104 is non-toxic, non-irritating, environmentally safe
synthetic lubricant manufactured from personal care ingredients that
is effective for machining many types of materials. BOELUBE® 70104
will provide superior lubricity leading to better finish and longer tool
life. BOELUBE® 70104 is non-corrosive, non-flammable, chemically
stable, and free of Halogens, Silicone, Petroleum, Paraffin Wax, Sulfur,
Phosphorus and Heavy Metals whether added or present in any of its
ingredients. BOELUBE® 70104 is compatible with Aluminum, Titanium,
Graphite, Composites, Honeycomb, Inconel, Kevlar, Wood, Ferrous and
Nonferrous Metals. BOELUBE® 70104 is recommended for Drilling,
Deburring, Broaching, Forming, Grinding, Milling, Routing, Reaming,
Gun Drilling, Oil Hole Tools, Sawing, Punching and Tapping.
Handheld lubricant............................09-01732 ........................................

BOELUBE BL70307L PASTE

Boelube® Pastes provide excellent lubricity and are extremely cost
effective in single point work such as Tapping, Drilling and Reaming. A
small amount of Paste applied to the tool is all that is required to obtain
a high quality finish and extended tool life with little or no clean-up
required. Brush it on or dip tool in paste. Boelube pastes are also ideal
for Forming and Bending as well as in Drop Hammer, Verson Press and
Spin Forming applications. Boelube Pastes provide closer tolerance
parts and extended diaphragm and die life. We furnish 70307 meduim
(blue) paste. 4oz Jar ................... 09-01735.............................................

